INFORMATION ON LED LIGHTING
Before putting into operation, read carefully the following description and manual for
installation of the LED lighting.
1. Description of the basic set
1. 10pcs of LED lights in the stainless case, IP 66, with connecting connector 1,3 x 3,5
2. 12V source with connector 1,3 x 3,5 intended for indoor usage, max. number of LED
lights – 20 pcs
The length of the connecting wire and distance, in the basic and additional set, is specified in
the figure
Basic set

Additional set

2. Safety instructions
The LED lights shine after connecting the safety voltage 12V by the connecting connector.
The connecting connectors interconnect only when the transformer is disconnected from the
socket. As the safety source of 12V use the transformer supplied in set only. The transformer
is intended for use in the dry indoor environment only, never connect the transformer in the
wet environment. The transformer use only for power supply of LED lights which are
intended for this usage. If the mechanical failure arises, put the transformer out of the
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operation. Overloading of the transform may cause its failure, never connect transformer with
more LED lights than is specified (see para 1).
3. Assembly
Before assembly, displace the LED lights properly (Fig.1). The diameter of the fixing hole for
the LED light assembly is 24 mm. The set is supplied with or without the auxiliary assembly
spring clip (Fig.2) for the flexible placement in the assembly hole. The LED lights without the
spring clip fix with the silicon cement in the assembly hole. Within the assembly unscrew the
top stainless case and put it through the fixing hole, from the other side put on the base and
tighten it by turning the stainless case. This procedure applies for each light.
ATTENTION – within the assembly pay attention to the O-ring, when falls out, the
protection fails – LED light can be damaged, due this reason, we do not recommend to
remove all stainless cases together.

Before connecting of the additional set of LED lights, remove from the ending connector the
plug and use it for the blinding of the additional set ending connector.
ATTENTION –do not connect the LED lights to the voltage if the ending connector is not
protected by the plug – the damage can arise.
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